The Cathars came back
to witness the Final Judgment and
to prepare a new generation of Souls
for the Spiritual Age.
The Cathars of the past are remembered as martyrs whose joy of dying defied expectations of
“normality”. They were described as cultured and educated. More importantly, they were
enlightened people. They did not see any worth in material possessions. They sought the
comprehension of Divinity through own experiences. They came to this world to perfect for
the existence in another, a beautiful and pure world they longed for and considered their
home. The more the world revealed itself as evil to them, the happier they were to distance
themselves from it and leave it to its own torturous fate. The Cathars realised that they could
not better this world; they could only better themselves in order that they need not remain a
part of it. A later incarnation of Christ was one of the Cathar ideological leaders and died as
the result of his persecution by the Church, in his name.
The Cathars returned for the beginning of the 21st Century with the task to assist in the
transition of humanity into the next phase. It will be marked with increased wisdom leading
to a reduction in suffering. The old generation of Souls used up its opportunities and stands
before the Final Judgment. The most capable of the accomplished Souls built the One, in
Christianity known as “the heaven”. It is the destination for those Souls who pass the test.
From there, they will apply their wisdom and skill to guiding the new generation of humanity
towards the accomplishment of increasingly sophisticated goals.
The human apocalypse happens. Unlike images by Hollywood, there was no need to destroy
the planet in order to destroy evil. Ill will in people is made neutral by suffering. The best
suffer most, to purify them-selves above others.
The process of purification accelerated as the first phase of humanity reached its conclusion.
For example, in the 1950s cancer affected approximately every tenth person in Europe. By
2009 every third person in the States was getting cancer, according to the American cancer
Society, and it did not end there. Most notably in Afghanistan, in more than one of the

confrontations, more soldiers were killed by friendly fire, than in combat and
http://theintelhub.com/2012/10/11/ states that: “It has long been known that there are more

veterans who end up committing suicide than there are who actually die on the battlefield.”
Payback for own mistakes in form of mental suffering is at peak, but the screams of those in
pain drown in cheap entertainment and lies of a false world fooled into chasing money.
The age of persecution started in the 4th century AD with the establishment of an “official”
State religion. Only the methods of elimination of those who speak out, or speak the Truth,
were changing. Crucifixion still takes place, albeit by more insidious means - such as the
destruction of people’s lives with victimisation and lies, and by driving people to suicide. The
worst instance of victimisation for speaking the truth was the fairly recent case of Dr David
Kelly.
The super-rich have more money than they could need, and influence is what matters. The
world is ruled by a partially visible pyramid that is likely to seek compliance from the least
significant office in the most marginal village almost anywhere in the world. Bureaucrats are
militant and they demand subservience. The masses, of which there is a surplus, fight for
self-preservation.

The result is a society intrinsically opposed to all societal principles

representing humanity.
The acting God defined humanity as a societal order built
around the values of compassion and love. The end of
humanity came when love and compassion in society
became but empty words.

The date that marks the

reaching of that point is 21.12.2012.
The gradual downfall of humanity was seeded with the
imposition of a false Christianity leading wars against all
true Christians, while rewarding mass murder and hate in the name of God.
Atheism turned out being not just the more rational, but also the more humane ideology. The
Orthodox Christian Church stood for the most retrograde political power on Earth with a
history of massacre and terror against anyone attempting to reform society, or to contribute
to progress. Till this day the Church claims the suppression of Catharism to be its most
important contribution to humanity. Catharism is the true Christianity, and Christianity is the
teaching of Love.

The Divine Laws vs. the Ten Commandments
The Cathars realised that man’s relationship with God builds on selfresponsibility. These are the Divine Laws from the Cathar Testament:

●

Positive Energy is Stronger than Negative Energy

●

Like Attracts like

● Increased Consciousness Leads to Increased Power
●

Acquisition of All Knowledge by a Part of the Consciousness Leads to an Accelerated Growth
of the Whole Consciousness

●

For as Long as there is Incomplete Consciousness, there is a Need for Evolution

●

Negative Energy Can be made Neutral Only by Exposure to Negative Energy

●

Negative Energies are Harmful only if they are a Part of a Consciousness

Each set of instructions will reflect how far its makers saw. In the Ten Commandments, the
Church presented, in English, four about worship (Do not worship any other Gods, Do not
make any idols, Do not misuse the name of God, and Keep the Sabbath holy), two on material
property (Do not steal, and Do not covet [property]), two about fornication and sex (Do not
commit adultery and Do not covet [thy neighbour's wife]), one which takes the presence of
untruth for granted (Do not lie), one on blood relations (Honour your father and mother), one
on the vessel in which the Soul resides (Do not murder), and not a single one on the Soul
itself, or on any spiritual values, which would enable the effective internalization of those
commandments inside the person, although six of them (with the exception of the 4 which
relate to worship) address elementary human actions, in that sense as Christ taught amongst
the shepherds and others he went out to meet around the third decade AD.
The gospel was misrepresented into the literal interpretation of metaphors. When the early
Christians spoke of the Immaculate Conception, they talked of a lady who has during her
lifetime not once transgressed against the Divine Laws, not about her crotch. When they
talked about the Son's sacrifice for the sins of others, they had in mind a Soul that took upon
itself the task of achieving full enlightenment before others, so others can be led to safety by
the example, not a scapegoat intending to open the floodgates to transgression on
Earth. When talking about the rise from the grave, the early Christians were inferring the
liberation of the Soul from the body and reincarnation, not the manipulation with a corpse.
Even if the Church would have properly understood the metaphors, the impact of their correct
interpretation did not suit her secular aims. Reincarnation and the expectation to follow a

Christ-like lifestyle promote self-confidence in man and encourage him to take responsibility
for own actions. Not a desirable line of thinking, when blind following of orders is sought and
when ruthlessness reaps rewards.
Only a pure Soul detached from matter can fully comprehend the Divine Laws. "What you saw
in flesh, you shall reap in Soul” constitutes their essence. Only a Soul that fails to realise that
by stealing and by abusing the faith of others it loses more than it gains, will transgress. The
Cathars became known as “good people”, but they were simply enlightened enough Souls to
know how to behave.

Interpreting Christ as the Son of God who gave his life for human sins represents the
ideological core of Christian Church’s prolific crimes against
humanity. Judaic Christianity presented to the world a weak, blood
thirsty and pain-ridden God without an effective ability to take charge
of human actions. This God bled his own Son on the cross to save the
rogues, and found satisfaction in cruel blood soaked events of the Old
Testament, for the sake of his justice. The orthodox doctrine is but a
licence to crime and abuse, and the Church cashed in on 2000 years of
wrongdoings it ideologically supported. The sale of indulgencies, be it
in form of “voluntary donations” to the Church during confessions, goes on in many Catholic
countries to date. Unforgivable remains only the questioning of the Church, itself. Institutions
which used their status to declare themselves God’s representative on Earth, denied the
existence of God. They will be the first to meet with God's Justice.
While God judges every individual according to his or her intentions and deeds, the society
and its institutions are judged according to the contribution to progress and peace they have
made, and according to how they treated the most capable of own participants. Capability, in
Divine terms, is measured by the ability of an individual, regardless of position, to contribute
to the welfare and the fair treatment of others.
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The Cathar Testament
http://www.dhaxem.com/documents/CATHAR_TESTAMENT.pdf

